General water management
Comprehensive solutions & competencies

NEW MARKETS, NEW OPPORTUNITIES

R IVER

E NGINEERING

Creating inland waterways
Connection to regional land

routes

Construction of water tanks

F LOOD

C ONTROL

In case of seasonal floods
Built or mobile dams
High Capacity pumps, special machinery

Container typewater purification and labs

W ATER

P U R I F I C A T I O N

Water purification above and below surface

Local pollution management systems
Industrial farming
Built and containerized solution

W ATER

C ONSUMPTION

Consumption measurement in all sizes
Creating consumer networks and systems
Construction of water reservoirs
Bottling of purified and mineral water

W ASTE

W A T E R

T R E A T M E N T

Industrial, agricultural, communal waste water
European standards

Variable scales
Sewage sludge utilization

I RRIGATION
Design of irrigation systems (field, greenhouse)

Reduce the needed amount of irrigation water
Establish fish ponds

Taylor made technical solutions

B ALNEOLOGY

Spa and thermal water utilization
Establishing of health and leisure spas
Medical advantages
International operations

W ATER

R ESEARCH

Research of hydrogeologic reservoirs
Well-drilling systems
Scientific and IT support
Education and scientific cooperation

E NERGY

P R O D U C T I O N

Geothermal heat consumption
Special heat pump installation

Built or container type electricity production
Pumps, turbines and other equipment

River Control

NEW MARKETS, NEW OPPORTUNITIES

Comprehensive water solutions
Budapest Waterworks
 Waterworks of Budapest is a major water utility
service provider in the Central European regions in
terms of its size and service quality.
 In addition to supplying potable water, the
Company operates Budapest’s Central Waste
Water Treatment Plant as well, which is currently
Central Europe’s most sophisticated waste water
treatment facility.
 As a modern utility service provider that respects
traditions, we feel obliged to exploit our specialist
knowledge not only in Budapest but throughout
the world.
NEW MARKETS, NEW OPPORTUNITIES

International solutions
Budapest Waterworks
We have gained extensive experience in:
• Water quality control;
• Mobile water treatment systems;
• Network reconstruction planning
• Pipe reconstruction technologies (no dig)
• Establishment of geographical information systems
• Establishment of workflow monitoring and operation
systems
• Technological process control (SCADA)
• Waste water collection and treatment

NEW MARKETS, NEW OPPORTUNITIES

Sustainable water solutions
Aquaprofit Zrt.

 The Company is a Hungarian SME based in
Budapest, Hungary and with branch offices in
Romania, Brussels, China and Peru.
 The company has more than 100 full-time
employees and over 30 consultants on part
time contracts, offering expertise in:
 Drinking & thermal water supply and
protection,
waste
water
treatment,
geothermal
utilization,
hydro-geological
modelling and flood prevention.
NEW MARKETS, NEW OPPORTUNITIES

Enviromental and water management
Services include all engineering, planning, design and
implementation tasks (including construction) as follows:
• River control planning
• Drinking water quality analysis, evaluation
• Complex planning and construction/rehabilitation of water supply
systems (including wells, buildings, water retention ponds,
treatment technologies and control panels)
• Complex screening of water work infrastructure
• Mapping of development needs
• Social and environmental impact assessments,
feasibility studies, CBA
• Human health and ecological risk assessments
NEW MARKETS, NEW OPPORTUNITIES

Flood protection
ELCOM Kft.
 Flood protection - Meteorological and Hydrometeorological monitoring
in multiple catchment areas of Hungary and some surrounding
country ELCOM has been working in flood protection projects from 1997.
 The company established meteorological and hydrometeorological
monitoring systems on Hungary's most significant catchment areas
(Danube, Tisza and their sub-rivers).
 The company measure water and precipitation levels, river runoffs,
temperature, and many more coefficients. Local and national flood
defenses and scientific works are based on these information.
NEW MARKETS, NEW OPPORTUNITIES

Monitoring system
 ELCOM has built the largest Hungarian
monitoring system on Tisza-river, and the project
was so successful that Ukraine asked our
company to implement a monitoring system for
the Sub Carpathian region.

 These systems grown to a common international
monitoring and flood protection informatics
system in the last years.

NEW MARKETS, NEW OPPORTUNITIES

Harbor development

NEW MARKETS, NEW OPPORTUNITIES

Hungarian Federation of Danube ports
The business federation has 22 members and
facilitates continuous development projects
throughout the country. It also aims to share
development experience with international
partners and engage in joint international
projects.
Two ports are highlighted as the most
innovative and state-of-the-art examples of
the current developments: port of Baja and
the port of Győr-Gönyü.
NEW MARKETS, NEW OPPORTUNITIES

Port of Baja
In the near future Baja will be the most
developed and most important river
port of the Southern border region of
the EU, its border entry point on water,
service and warehousing centre of the
international waterway traffic. The port
is now offering a unique range of
services of the highest international
standards e.g. RO-Ro terminal, Green
terminal.
NEW MARKETS, NEW OPPORTUNITIES

Győr-Gönyü Harbor
Győr-Gönyű Harbor is the greatest
intermodal logistic centre of the West
Transdanubian
region
providing
possibilities of cargo transportation by
river,
road,
rail
and
air.
The
infrastructure
of
the
harbor
is
developed in the spirit of a sustainable
environment conscious development.
All activities are performed by using an
integrated
environment
oriented
management system.
NEW MARKETS, NEW OPPORTUNITIES

Water management proposition
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Water management proposition

Hungary’s water management capabilities
Hungarian water resources can be divided into three parts: rivers, lakes,
underground bases. Hungary, due to its geographical location is the
catchment area of the surrounding mountains. The total length of local and
incoming rivers exceeding 52 thousand kilometers. Although the country
typically has lowland rivers, it is possible to produce hydro energy. To support
agricultural cultivation channel networks were built on flat parts of the country.
Lakes are spread throughout the country and cover around 2% of our area.
Nearly 75% of the 3,800 lakes are artificial (crops, fisheries). Total surface area is
approx. 1,700 km2.
Groundwater resources are one of the richest in Europe. They can be found in
shallow waters and with deep drilling as well. Due to the high mineral content
of our waters Hungary has excellent mineral waters and thermal waters. Based
on the content quality tests 120-140 domestic wells produce excellent mineral
waters. The country's rich in hot springs they usually break up at 60-90 ° C, but it
also occurs above 100 ° C. These energy resources are used in heating systems
and baths.

Role of the Hungarian National Trading House (MNKH)
The Hungarian National Trading House handles a significant number of requests
related to water. Priority projects of each state, region or enterprise can be
connected to water. We are confident that with our experience and solutions
a successful collaborations can be formulated with our foreign partners.
Water is one of the most important natural resources of Hungary. Beyond its
physiological role water has interwoven in our agriculture, traffic and energy
production for centuries and contributed to a strong knowledge base. A
significant portion of this knowledge base is already in the Hungarian National
Trading House and can be found in our offers.
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As technologies evolve and regions and cities develop, customer needs
continuously change which is reflected in the renewed and updated thinking
about water. Different problems appear geographically, in terms of industries,
and in terms of consumption. We all experience the effects of climate change
in our everyday life and the environmental problems causing disasters. We
need to respond for the today's challenges with the future in mind. This support
is ensured by the partners of MNKH.
Our experts developed systems and services that provide sustainable, modern
solutions that fully cover
•

nationwide,

•

regional,

•

urban,

•

industrial,

•

residential demands.

Water technologies and services portfolio of the Hungarian
National Trading House
In recent years our long-term successful work resulted in a number of major
international water events hosted by Hungary and our work was also
recognized by international organizations’ governing bodies that regularly
invited specialists from Hungary.
The Hungarian National Trading House supports the natural water cycle with
numerous

tools,

technologies

and

processes.

Our

partners

offering

competencies based on careful planning and professional development:
o flow control
o flood protection
o water treatment
o water consumption
o wastewater treatment
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o irrigation
o balneology
o research
o power generation
o international systems

Flow control
The rivers arriving to Hungary due to the country’s geographical situation slows
down and forming sediment. The unregulated waters hindered the transport of
agricultural production. In our country, scientifically and technically supported
flow control looks back to a nearly 200 years of history.

Achievements were obtained by researchers and engineers from the
beginning, so we can say that there is a long tradition and experience based
on today's water engineer society. This complex knowledge was used by many
countries from all over the world.

Flood control
Almost all of our rivers coming from highlands of neighboring countries. The
seasonal floods have caused significant damage in previous years. Major
forces focused on flood protection and today we successfully control our rivers,
creating reservoirs, water stairs and mobile barriers. Our engineering work is
complemented technical solutions used in floods (pumps, special earth-
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moving machines). We are able to give significant support to our neighboring
countries when flood reaches them and our specialists have regular inquiries
from Asia and Latin America as well.

Water treatment
Drinking water is a strategic issue in each country. The available water generally
carry impurities (organic materials, salt, arsenic). Hungary secured a high level
of excellent drinking water prior to the country’s EU accession. The EU accession
required new technology and standardized limits. In a competitive market, our
engineers and our enterprises created innovative solutions that deliver high
quality technical and physiological with economic return.
Built and mobile (container) solutions have been used in domestic and foreign
terrains in agriculture, in food industry and bottled water production.
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Water consumption
We offer solutions in the entire production cycle in residential water
consumption. It starts by finding the water resources, geological exploration,
wells training. Our cleaning equipment can produce standards-compliant
water raised under the surface or from surface waters (freshwater, brackish
water). Depending on the technical solution of filtration systems (mechanical
filters, membrane filters) they can be installed in any country of the world.
Cleaned water can be bottled or connected to the on-site infrastructure.

Water consumption measurement can provide analog and sensor systems.
Water quality is constantly monitored which can form a close working
relationship with local experts.
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Waste water treatment
Since our accession to the EU in almost all of our wastewater treatment plant
we rebuilt or replaced the outdated technologies. Similar to the water
purification situation, our engineers found cheaper and innovative solutions
that comply with EU standards. Therefore, our competitive solutions provide the
latest technological standards. Our companies are specialized in industrial and
agricultural waste water and municipal waste water, waste water containing
hazardous waste and storm water treatment.
We can offer solutions that scale from individual use to hundreds of thousands
of users.

In addition to waste water treatment it is possible to use the energy of the
effluent waters (biogas).
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The construction and operation of wastewater treatment plants requires close
cooperation with local experts, such as education and further training.

Irrigation
In order to protect existing water resources, management of drought in several
states have already introduced restrictive measures. Hungary has also started
research in previous years. As climate change is especially true in the
Carpathian Basin, new sustainable solutions has appeared in the Hungarian
arable and horticultural irrigation.
Our company also offers a world-class solutions to produce irrigation water
(from e.g. salt water) and to store water. The offered solution can be
developed on an existing facility but also can be developed on site.
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We offer combined solutions scaling from installed sprinklers, drips to
constructed wetlands, nutrients.
Plant protection is closely related to irrigation. We offer technologies that can
dispense drugs in an amount of 4-5 liters of water per ha, thus reducing the
extraction of water and cost of shipping.

Balneology
On of Hungary’s special capabilities is that the Earth's crust is thinner here than
usual compared to other countries of the earth. Therefore, heat sources and
geothermal facilities can be found in greater numbers in our country.
Due to Hot springs of dissolved salts, various medical centers have sprung up
(cardiovascular diseases, musculoskeletal disorders). The development of spas
in Hungary looks back several hundreds of years. The Hungarian National
Trading House is an excellent partner to help you exploit your thermal springs,
spas, water parks construction, architecture, to provide medical background.

We can provide prepared professionals for the geothermal energy side. MNKH
has existing models for the agricultural, municipal heat supply and power
generation systems.
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Research
The Hungarian geological survey kept a centuries-old tradition. Institutions and
companies are available for mapping and exploiting water resources. We
have a significant project track record in North Africa, Eastern Europe and the
Arab countries.

Besides the geological research we launched engineering and technological
R&D programs, and we expect foreign companies and states joining these
programs.
Hungary has started its own post-secondary training where foreign students
can participate in the development projects.
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Research is closely linked to the residential and agro-food utilization as well as
for the energy production.

Power generation
The region's oldest machine factory which manufactured water pumps and
turbines is located in Hungary. Companies grew from that knowledge base
offer a wide spectrum of power generation solutions. These solutions can be
power plants built between moving waters or, there is a modern container
design solutions that can be deployed immediately in disaster situations or in
regions without a central network or even located at an extreme geographical
point. The installed power system can range from 50 kW up to several MW.
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We can offer solutions for areas with geothermal energy for heat utilization
(heat stairs) and if temperature is high enough electricity generation can also
be created. Partners of the Hungarian National Trading House have
technologies and developments in this regard as well.

International systems
Water management in most cases requires cross-border cooperation. The soil
settlement of catchment areas or joint coordination of water regulation, flood
control design or even the activities of forestry requires common realization
from countries. Hungary is a member of several international organizations and
seated in governing bodies. Thus, we offer our experience and solutions in
technology, engineering, international law and diplomacy areas.

Our partners
Waste water treatment, biogas - Inwatech Kft.
More than just waste eater treatment.
Even power generation, raw water induction, recovery of valuable byproducts, raw materials recovery.
Industrial and communal waste water treatment
When creating our technologies our main criteria has been to ensure, that the
environmental load is as little as possible, in terms of noise, vibration, odor and
aerosols. This allows us to ensure that in line with international practice,
communal wastewater treatment facilities can be built in the immediate
vicinity of residential areas, and industrial wastewater treatment plants can be
integrated within the production facilities. This offers a number of money-saving
solutions. Our biotechnologies have a high level of flexibility and tolerance,
which means that a high level of automation is made possible. Operation can
be ensured with a small staff working part time, if so required. Wastewater
Greentech & Smart City
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treatment facilities operate non-stop, and their proper and successful
operation presents a considerable challenge. We provide professional
supervision services of the facilities we build, if required. We also provide
comprehensive operating services for our industrial facilities.
Industrial waste water treatment plants
Our industrial wastewater treatment plants evolve as dictated by the
increasingly diverse requirements of our clients, and the increasingly
challenging composition of wastewaters. Competition is extremely intense
around the globe. This means that new technologies must be developed
constantly.

The

domestic

implementation

of

patented

cutting-edge

technologies in global terms, their adaptation to domestic requirements, is one
of our chief missions. The economic and sustainability factors of industrial
wastewater treatment facilities are now among the most important issues. Our
facilities operate with the most up-to-date low-sludge technologies with
typically low space requirements, high flexibility and a great degree of
automation, which allows easy adaptation to hectically changing loads and
requirements. It is likely that these factors together account for our outstanding
success in the industrial segment.
Communal waste water treatment plants
When developing our communal wastewater treatment facilities, we have
followed similar principles to those applied in the industrial segment. Our
patented technologies offer the most modern solutions in terms of efficiency,
security of operation and operating costs. We recommend our tailor-made,
simple biological wastewater treatment plants to small and medium-sized
municipalities. The technologies used can be of continuous operation, or they
can be based on cyclic activated sludge technology (cyclical technology). At
the lower end of the capacity spectrum we can deliver ready-built wastewater
treatment facilities requiring assembly only. We assist our clients, local
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authorities and our wastewater treatment facility operator partners by offering
comprehensive

project

management

services,

including

the

grant

applications, financing arrangements and the management of public
procurement procedures. We design the facilities and secure the necessary
permissions for them, and we offer comprehensive implementation and
inspection services.
Flexible, forward-looking biogas facilities
We offer market-leading quality in European terms, and complex design and
implementation services in our biogas segment. We are a one-stop shop
offering harmonized optimum planning and implementation solutions, and
rock solid guarantees.
In line with our exclusive partnership agreements, our fermentation plants are
fitted with the cutting-edge technology of a German GmbH. We hold
numerous exclusive rights in the area of biogas purification, including sulphur
and carbon dioxide scrubbers.
Our biogas facilities come with energy generator blocks suited to the most
diverse needs, whether gas production or electricity generation, and we build
the necessary support structures, such as pre- and post-treatment storage
facilities, service buildings, etc.
Our exclusive suppliers are carefully selected market-leaders with production
bases boasting extraordinary engineering and control technologies and
solutions. In order to take a biogas project from concept to completion, the
comprehensive knowledge of a broad variety of scientific disciplines is
necessary. The basis of each project must be the given dimensions of the
project. From economic feasibility to the permissions process and energy
production, we offer project preparation and implementation services, and, if
necessary, we operate the facility as economically as required. Our biologists
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and engineers have the appropriate professional background to provide
additional testing services, and our process and substrate consultation services
ensure secure operation and optimum gas generation, while our on-site
operatives bring their expert knowledge to carry out the day-to-day tasks of
running a biogas facility. Our company also offers financing solutions to help its
clients in the project preparation stage.

References:
•

MOSONMAGYARÓVÁRI WASTE WATER PLANT

•

HAMBURGER HUNGÁRIA KFT., BUDAPEST

•

NESTLÉ HUNGÁRIA KFT., BÜK

•

DANONE KFT. BUDAPEST

•

HEINEKEN HUNGÁRIA NYRT., SOPRON

•

HUNGRANA KFT., SZABADEGYHÁZA

Water treatment – Hidrofilt Kft.
Drinking water
o cost-effective solution - low running and maintenance costs
o moderate electricity demand
o chemicals at low cost
o industrial quality
o complete service for municipalities
o companies for drinking water supply
o aesthetic design
Greentech & Smart City
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•

Potable water is usually prepared from cleaning of natural water
resources, groundwater, surface waters (rivers and lakes), and high
salinity waters (sea water, brackwater).

•

In addition to removing the unwanted components we also strive to
preserve the valuable mineral content of drinking water which accounts
for quality, taste and the pleasure of drinking.

Energetic water treatment
Energy industry requires high quality process water for the operation of boilers,
steam generators, turbines and cooling systems. Reliable and economic
operation, long lifespan of the units can be ensured by high quality feed water.
o reliable equipment with low operation cost
o highest quality water
o economical system with water recycle and condense treatment
o high quality after sales service, analytical measurements
o chemical supply from own warehouse, short lead time
o detailed technical documentation according to requirements
o references in power and oil industry
High Purity Water Production
Certain industries – pharmaceuticals, microelectronics - demand special water
quality.
The company has over 20 reference units in these industries; possesses the
know-how and offers the followings:
o validated water treatment systems by the application of the state-of-thearts membrane processes - RO/MC/EDI - , equipment, instruments,
controls
o documentation according to Standards
o validation / qualification in pharmaceutical industry (IQ, OQ)
Greentech & Smart City
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o field-survey
o high quality after-sales services

References
o Industrial investments
o Municipal investments
o Paksi Nuclear Power Plant

Power generation - Ganz engineering és energetikai gépgyártó
Kft.
Hydro machines
o Pumps
medium- and large size axial, mixed-flow, double-suction centrifugal and
submersible pumps which can be perfectly used for waterworks,
irrigation and drainage systems as well as for industrial water supply and
cooling system of power plants
o Turbines
range: from 50 kW to 50 MW, manufactured types are: Pelton-, Francis-,
Kaplan-, tube turbines and S-type turbines
o Hydraulic brakes
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hydraulic brakes with single- or double impeller according to the design
of the world-famous company, ZÖLLNER in the range of 6,6 and 85 MW
Hydro container
The hydro container is a complete mini hydro power station having inside a
Francis horizontal turbine-generator island with the appropriate automation
and telemetry system plus a smaller container with the necessary electrical
switches and protection for the electrical connection to grid.
This solution is equivalent to a complete hydro power station and/just only the
penstock and the upper weir and the container concrete base and anchor
have to be established by locals.
The power output of the mini hydro station is -of course depending on the local
H/Q conditions- is between 300kW – 2 MW. Due to physical/technical reasons
the site need to have an H between approx.55-120 m and a Q between 1- 2
m3/sec.

Well construction, geothermal utilization – Aqaplus Kft.

Deep drilling water wells and thermal design, construction, repair and
performance guarantee.
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During construction of the structure we accomplish the most advanced and
technically material wells. The rotary drilling technology is complemented by a
closed surface mud system which is means layer protection benefits beyond
the significant environmental aspects. Due to the efficiency of our patents, well
drilling and well completion technology will result in a significant increase in
water production and increase in well service life.
Our company is one of the few companies in Hungary which is capable of
carrying out all drilling wells procedure.
Besides the construction of new wells, the improvement of old outdated,
reduced water output wells (wells, both hot and cold) is carried out as well.
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Irrigation, vaporization - Tó és Öntözés Kft.
Field irrigation
The long-range mobile irrigation, water cannon fodder crops well suited for the
temporary replacement of water, but the intensive horticulture crops such as
pepper, tomato, cucumber, parsley, carrots, where fertigation is a condition
other technologies need to be used.
Advantages due to the low angle rays relatively short:
o small drift, so a slight breeze can be used
o low-cost, easy installation
o does not clog the tiny droplets on the ground, they do not harm
the plants
o during the day it can be used because water heats up in the air
Vaporization
Dry heat production and retention can cause problems. The technologies used
in greenhouses experience shows that success can be used for livestock farms
where the animals are kept in confined spaces and stables. This problem
especially occur in the poultry and dairy cow farms and greenhouses.
Our proposed technology is based on irrigation, micro spray nozzle used for
humidification or batch operation.
Under appropriate ventilation the internal temperature in barns and
greenhouses can be reduced up to 28 ° C. Micro spray nozzle heads below 80
microns produce fine, cooling-mist spray which evaporates in the air, absorbs
heat and installed 3-4m tall and wet will not litter the plants. Rotating micro-ply
heads do not have so much importance to the head height and great
advantage of not raising the humidity as fast as with spray nozzle.
Intermittent operation means that irrigation starts via a solenoid valve control
starts 1-5 seconds and then turns off the function for 3-6 minutes. The scattered
amount of water evaporates immediately, evaporation cools the air and body
surface per animal and a few drops of water immediately improves mood. It
does not cause health problems, since linked water coverage will not develop.
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HNTH Hungarian National Trading House

Tibor Szárszó
Sectoral expert
Tel: +36 (20) 2670883
E-mail: sz.tibor@tradehouse.hu
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